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1.Which of the following statements about virtualization on IBM i is correct?  

A. Internal storage must be mirrored for data protection.  

B. Ethernet connections between partitions and applications require adapters  

C. Can host storage for System X and Blades servers running VMware and Windows.  

D. Can host storage for i, AIX, Linux, VMware, and Windows running in partitions  

Answer: C 

 

2.What Input/Output devices can be offered on a 4-core Power 720 system.? 

A. IOPs, HSL loop with Towers  

B. SAS and SSD drives, PCI-e, Tape  

C. 12X loop, SAS and SSD drives, PCI-e  

D. DVD, HSL loop with Towers, Twinax controller  

Answer: B 

 

3.The Lx86 feature of PowerVM enables which of the following?  

A. Running Linux Intel binary applications under POWER Linux  

B. Running Windows applications under Linux implemented on iSCSI  

C. Running Linux Intel binary applications in the PASE environment  

D. Running Linux Intel binaries in a Windows integrated environment  

Answer: A 

 

4.Which service must a customer purchase in reference to basic defect and usage of IBM operating 

systems ?  

A. Service Pack  

B. Support Line  

C. Software Maintenance  

D. Electronic Customer Support  

Answer: A 

 

5.IBM i 7.1, in its DB2 component now supports an industry standard, XML, for exchanging information for 

business processes and logiC. Why is this of value to customers and application providers?  

A. Provides better query performance  

B. They can encrypt a single column of data for security purposes.  

C. New WRKWEBQRY functions simplfy this support and is easier to use.  

D. Makes it easier to process in DB2 via XML data type and store these documents.  

Answer: D 


